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【Activities】

◆ Briefing Session on Guangdong Intelligent Manufacturing Industrial Base 2014

In the afternoon of 9th July, during the time of China International Robot Show, Briefing Session on Guangdong Intelligent Manufacturing Industrial Base was co-held by Shunde Economy Science and Technology Bureau and Shunde High Technology Industrial Development Zone Administration Committee. Deputy Director of Shunde Economy Science and Technology Bureau Mr. Wu Xianqiang gave a welcome speech and invited all the present guests come and invest Shunde. Shunde High Technology Industrial Development Zone is the first Intelligent Industrial Base of Guangdong which aims to build a modern industrial base with excellent ecological environment and perfect supporting facilities. Kawasaki, Kuka, GSK etc. 35 well-known robot manufacturing and relative
enterprises attended.

◆ **DIHK, AHK 1st Moving Westwards Business Expansion Forum**

On 20\(^{th}\) June, 2014, led by Deputy Director of Shunde Economy Science and Technology Bureau Mr. Wu Xianqiang, Shunde Investment Bureau and Shunde High Technology Industrial Development Zone Administration Committee attended *1st Moving Westwards Business Expansion Forum* which was held by DIHK and AHK. Shunde was promoted to the present over 30 German enterprises on this forum.

◆ **Delegation of European Journalists and Scholars Were Inspired by Shunde’s Extraordinary Development**

27\(^{th}\) to 28\(^{th}\) June, “A Pen of China” Delegation of European Journalists and Scholars visited Shunde, the first stop of Guangdong. Secretary of the CPC of Shunde District Mr. Liang Weidong communicated with the delegation and received an interview. Leader of the delegation Mr. Pierre Defraigne thought that Shunde achieved as a successful sample of Reform and Opening up. He emphasized that Shunde’s manufacturing industry upgrading need to face big challenges, and the key to overcome these challenges is government strategic prospect and foresight.
“A Pen of China” is a huge and shining project of CPC to advertise Chinese series activities, aims to organize different countries’ Journalists and Scholars which concern about China come and visit, improving the communication between different countries, especially European countries, objectively know more about Chinese provinces and counties’ reform and development.

【Platform】

◆ South China Wisdom Valley

South China Wisdom Valley is an important platform for Shunde’s industries transforming and urban upgrading. It is a state-level technology modern service industrial base which is verified by Ministry of Science and Technology of the PRC, a key construction project co-built by Guangdong province and Shunde. It has been included in “the 12th Five-Year Plan” key construction projects of Shunde, top 500 projects of modern industries of Guangdong and the Three-Year plan of urban upgrading of Foshan City.
Combining urban and industry, integrating wisdom and ecology living concept, South China Wisdom Valley aims to develop productive services which core as R&D, finance and capital, to become an importation platform gathering institutional innovation, science and technology innovation, financial innovation, and cultural innovation. It fights to build a manufacturing, science and technology urban in 3-5 years, and ultimately become a global new-generation ecotype innovation center of science and technology.

South China Wisdom Valley is divided into zone A, zone B, zone C and incubator zone, covers an area of 7.5 KM². The promotion region locates at zone B, covers an area of 850 mu, which plans to gather corporation headquarter, incubator, R&D and talent community these 4 functions.

30 projects have been settled down in South China Wisdom Valley, including Sun Yat-Sen University-Carnegie Mellon University Shunde International JRI, Guangdong Xi’an Transportation University Research
Institute, South China Furniture Design Academic in Guangdong Province, Tsinghua University Lihe Zhide Technology Park.

【Policy Guidance】
◆ South China Wisdom Valley Attracting Innovation Teams and Projects Supporting Measures

In order to attract domestic and overseas’ talents and innovation teams to settle down in South China Wisdom Valley, to improve Shunde industries upgrading and develop science and technology field, Shunde launched South China Wisdom Valley Attracting Innovation Team and Project Supporting Measures (Shun fu[2012]02). It classifies the innovation team into 5 levels, and supports with relative policies. The 5 levels include world-class level, international advanced level, domestic advanced level, domestic outstanding level and pre-entrepreneurial level. World-class level projects which have been classified can be awarded maximum 20 million supporting funds.
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